COMPANY
PROFILE
Products and services for industrial and
building automation

Why choose us
Our know-how comes from direct experience gained in
over twenty years of fieldwork. Among our customers
are machine manufacturers, production managers,
engineering companies and electrical installers. We have
provided systems for supervision of industrial plants, for
acquisition and processing of production data, for quality
control of production and storing process, for building
automation, for remote control of public utility networks.
We have gained specific skills in several industrial sectors
as textiles, plastics, food, ceramics and electronics.
Sensitivity to our customer’s needs is the most distinctive
feature of the way we do business. We are committed
to work closely with our customers, to find a common
language, understand their specific problems and provide
timely responses and solutions. Our services: training
and upgrading courses, consultancy in the design phase,
development of the project, assistance
during start-up, after-sales support
and
technical
assistance
contracts.

About us
Sielco Sistemi was created by the
original group that in the early ‚90
developed the software package for
automation Winlog and now is offering
its renewed and enhanced versions
Winlog Pro and Winlog Evo, suited for
Industry 4.0. Sielco Sistemi is a Microsoft
partner and operates since 2005 under
ISO 9001 (Vision 2000), the worldwide
recognized reference for the quality
control certification.

What we do
We offer a range of hardware & software products that
allow you to build SCADA HMI applications for industrial
and building automation. All products are high quality,
reliable and easy to integrate with each other. Our offer is
directed towards solution providers, system integrators,
electrical installers, plant managers, operators of
public utility networks. Our stand-out feature and
strength lie in the ability to offer, in addition to the
products, a prompt, accurate and thorough technical
support. Our mission is to promote the diffusion of the
SCADA software Winlog all over the world through the
continuous product updating and improvement, the
close collaboration with our customers and Solution
Providers and the enforcement and enlargement of
our network of Distributors; moreover Sielco Sistemi
offers itself as a partner in development of integrated
hardware/software solutions for a wide range of
applications, such as supervisory control of industrial
plants, production data acquisition and processing,
quality control of production and storage process,
remote control of peripheral devices or public utility
networks.

What we offer
Winlog - Software packages for the
development of multi-language HMI/
SCADA applications accessible from
smartphone or browser. It includes the
most popular communication drivers and
graphic libraries with thousands of static
symbols and animated objects for industrial
automation.

IOlog
- A range of I/O m o d u l e s
and isolated serial converters available in
three different versions. By linking one or
more I/O modules to a PC running Winlog
SCADA software, you can build a modular,
reliable and convenient Data Acquisition
System.

PClog - Industrial touch screen PCs
(Panel PCs) equipped with Windows 10
IoT operating system and Winlog SCADA
software licenses.

Customized
solutions
Integrated
hardware / software applications also on
Cloud platform oriented to the opportunities
offered by Industry 4.0.

Sales network
A network of distributors located in various countries
supports Sielco Sistemi for marketing of Winlog
SCADA software all over the world; all distributors
have a qualified technical staff able to offer to their own
customers both a technical assistance in product operation
and the ability to develop Winlog applications.
For the development of applications on the Italian territory, Sielco
Sistemi uses a network of Solution Providers present in the various
regions.
Sielco Sistemi signed commercial cooperation agreements with
some of the main manufacturers of electronic instrumentation that
have been allowed to resell Winlog Pro software with their own
brand and logo.
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